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1. Reason for the study 

 

In the European Union, around 40 per cent of all energy consumed is accounted for by buildings. 

Since this sector is expanding, energy consumption will also increase further. In the building sector, 

the EU sees a "significant potential for cost-effective energy savings".1 The EU Buildings Directive 

therefore demands the guarantee from its Member States that by 31 December 2020 all new buildings 

are nearly zero-energy buildings.2 Nearly zero-energy buildings are taken to mean buildings that have 

a very good energy performance and an energy demand of almost zero, which is then to be covered 

mainly by energy from renewable sources, including energy from renewable sources produced on site 

or nearby.3 Because the EU Buildings Directive focuses attention on energy performance, the primary 

energy demand of buildings also becomes important. Buildings with large solar thermal installations 

fare particularly well here, since solar energy has a primary energy factor of zero.4

 

 Thus, the new EU 

Buildings Directive could make a decisive contribution towards the use of solar energy, thereby 

stimulating the solar energy market and effectively implementing national and European climate 

protection goals. 

Current policy prescriptions place a particular emphasis on the heat insulation of buildings that is 

based on the passive house standard. The possibilities of achieving the same or a better energy 

performance as defined in the EU Directive through solar energy have not so far been adequately 

investigated. Large solar thermal installations that achieve a high solar coverage could make a 

significant contribution towards achieving the objective of increasing the proportion of RE heating 

considerably by 2020. 

 

                                                      
1 Directive 2010/31/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 2010 on the energy 
performance of buildings (recast), L 153/13 
2 Directive 2010/31/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 2010 on the energy 
performance of buildings (recast), Article 9(1), L 153/21 
3 Directive 2010/31/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 2010 on the energy 
performance of buildings (recast), Article 2(2), L 153/18 
4 The primary energy factor of solar energy is 0.0. Compared with this, the primary energy factor of electricity is 
2.6, of gas 1.1 and of oil also 1.1. Wood has a primary energy factor of 0.2. 
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At national level, the EU Buildings Directive has not yet been defined precisely enough to be 

transposed. This process is currently still under way. 

 

 

2. Purpose of the study 

 

The study investigates three different building energy standards5

 

 in relation to the possibilities for 

further optimisation: the KfW efficiency house 70, the KfW efficiency house 55 and the passive 

house. Trends in relation to nearly zero-energy buildings are currently evolving in the direction of 

incorporating less heating system technology and increasing the amount of insulation in buildings 

accordingly. This study would like to compare this trend of "more insulation" with the use of solar 

energy for heating and hot water, with fewer high demands on the thermal quality of the building 

envelope. The study is also intended to examine the resulting barriers on the solar energy market. 

Although the technology is sophisticated and there have for decades been good experiences with 

buildings predominantly heated with solar energy all year round, solar energy exhibits a rather modest 

market development. 

 

 

 

 

[see original for graphic] 

 

Newly installed collector area in Germany per year in 1,000 m2 

 

Collector area in Germany in 1,000 m2 

                                                      
5 A building energy standard stipulates the energy demand per square metre of energy reference area and per 
annum. It is influenced and/or achieved by structural measures and housing technology. 
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Figure 1: Development of the solar energy market in Germany, 2004-2010 (source: BSW-Solar) 

 

 

Besides the energy-related and ecological considerations, economic aspects of the various building 

energy standards with different heating system technologies and different insulating standards will 

therefore also be examined. In this way the study aims to determine whether solar thermal 

installations are competitive in relation to the new EU Buildings Directive. 

 

The results allow the various measures and strategies to be ranked objectively. They show when it is 

ecologically and economically worthwhile to increase the thermal quality of the building envelope in 

the direction of the passive house level and when it is more efficient to impose high insulation 

requirements on the increased use of solar energy. 
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3. Study approach and methodology 

 

The study examines the three energy-efficient building types KfW efficiency house 70, KfW 

efficiency house 55 and passive house. These three types of nearly zero-energy houses were 

calculated as a detached single-family house, as semi-detached housing and as a detached multi-

family residential with different heating technologies. The focus of the heating technology examined 

is on solar thermal installations. 

 

The installation technologies with which the buildings were calculated are as follows: 

 

1. Underfloor heating and gas-fired condensing technology, 

 

2. Solar installation with standard coverage to DIN V 4701-106

 

 with pellet heating, 

3. Solar installation with 60 per cent coverage for room heating and hot water and pellet furnace, 

and 

 

4. Ventilation system with heat recovery in the passive house. 

 

The three building types involve real projects with the following characteristics: 

 

 

 

                                                      
6 DIN V 4701-10 concerns the energetic assessment of heating and ventilation systems, in Part 10 heating, 
domestic hot water and ventilation. This is a calculation specification to be used to assess the energetic quality 
of heating, domestic hot water and ventilation systems. For thermal solar installations for the supply of domestic 
hot water, this standard specifies a (static) calculation method. For larger solar installations with heating 
support, a maximum coverage can be used for room heating. Alternatively, the coverage may be simulated. 
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Table 1: Characteristics of the building types single-family house, semi-detached housing and multi-

family residential 

 

 Single-family house Semi-detached 

housing 

Multi-family 

residential 

(12 housing units) 

 [photo] [photo] [photo] 

Gross volume Ve 663.8 m3 749 m3 5,158.3 m3 

Useful building area AN 212.4 m2 239.7 m2 1,507.4 m2 

Heat-transmitting exterior 

surface area A 

475.6 m2 402.9 m2 2,373.2 m2 

Window area proportion 

AF/(AAW + AF) 

16% 17% 25% 

Sources for images: single-family house: Sonnenhaus-Institut/Architekturbüro Dasch, semi-detached 

housing: Schaller/Sternagel, multi-family residential: Sonnenhaus-Institut 
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Eleven variants were developed and calculated for each of the three building types mentioned in Table 

1: 

1. KfW efficiency house 70 with gas and solar heating to DIN V 4701-10 

(abbr.: KfW-EH70 Gas-Solar), 

 

2. KfW efficiency house 70 with gas heating and passive house envelope 

(abbr.: KfW-EH70 Gas-PHH), 

 

3. KfW efficiency house 70 with pellet and solar heating to DIN V 4701-10 

(abbr.: KfW-EH70 Pellet-Solar), 

 

4. KfW efficiency house 70 with pellet and solar heating, whereby the solar installation achieves a 

solar coverage for room heating and domestic hot water of 60 per cent 

(abbr.: KfW-EH70 Pellet-Solar60), 

 

5. KfW efficiency house 55 with gas and solar heating to DIN V 4701-10 

(abbr.: KfW-EH55 Gas-Solar). 

 

For the semi-detached housing, the solar coverage of this variant was increased to 40 per cent, to 

achieve the standard of the KfW efficiency house 55. 

(abbr.: KfW-EH55 Gas-Solar40), 

 

6. KfW efficiency house 55 with gas heating and passive house envelope 

(abbr.: KfW-EH55 Gas-PHH), 

 

7. KfW efficiency house 55 with pellet and solar heating to DIN V 4701-10 
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(abbr.: KfW-EH55 Pellet-Solar), 

 

8. KfW efficiency house 55 with pellet and solar heating, whereby the solar installation achieves a 

solar coverage for room heating and domestic hot water of 60 per cent 

(abbr.: KfW-EH55 Pellet-Solar60), 

 

9. Passive house in accordance with the passive house planning package calculated with gas and 

solar heating 

(abbr.: PH Gas-Solar), 

 

10. Passive house with pellet and solar heating to DIN V 4701-10 

(abbr.: PH Pellet-Solar) and 

 

11. Passive house with pellet and solar heating, whereby the solar installation achieves a solar 

coverage for room heating and domestic hot water of 60 per cent 

(abbr.: PH Pellet-Solar60). 

 

The following parameters for the above-mentioned 11 variants were examined and/or calculated for 

all three building types (single-family house, semi-detached housing and multi-family residential): 

 

1. Specific transmission heat loss (HT')7

 

, 

2. Annual primary energy demand (qp)8

 

, 

                                                      
7 Designation for the quality of the thermal envelope of a building. 
8 Besides the final energy demand, also takes account of the efficiency of the installation technology and the 
losses outside the building caused by the production of the energy source, the preparation and distribution to the 
building. Basis for calculating CO2 emissions. Primary energy factors: electricity 2.6; gas 1.1; fuel oil 0.2; solar 
0.0. 
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3. Annual thermal energy demand (qh)9

 

, 

4. Annual final energy demand (qE)10

 

, 

5. Energy costs today and forecast for 20 years, 

 

6. Cost-effectiveness consideration to VDI 206711

 

, 

7. Subsidy standard. 

 

The calculations were made by Büro Econsult, Rottenburg. The brief study12

 

 is attached. For all 

building types and variants, the user profiles were adapted to the user profiles for passive houses to 

ensure that the individual results could be compared. 

The buildings were recorded and captured by Sonnenhaus-Institut e.V. on the basis of current plans 

and details. The energy demand calculations were carried out within the framework conditions of the 

Energy Saving Ordinance (Energieeinsparverordnung, EnEV) to DIN 4108-613

                                                      
9 Name for the amount of energy that must be supplied to a building to achieve a desired indoor temperature. 

 in conjunction with 

DIN 4701-10. The simulation of the solar installations with coverage from 30% was carried out 

dynamically with the solar energy software Polysun 4 - Designer. The passive houses were calculated 

in accordance with the passive house planning package. Air volume, heat capacity, thermal bridges 

and opacity of the building were estimated all-inclusively. The three buildings types, single-family 

house, semi-detached housing and multi-family residential, are optimised such that the three standards 

10 Calculated amount of energy needed under average climatic conditions to cover the thermal energy demand 
and domestic hot water demand, including losses from the installation technology. 
11 Guidelines of the Verein Deutscher Ingenieure.  CDI 2067 relates to the cost-effectiveness of technical 
building installations. 
12 See brief study “Energiestandards – KfW-Effizienzhaus, Passivhaus und Gebäude mit hohem solaren 
Deckungsgrad im Vergleich”, Büro Econsult (Rottenburg), June 2011 
13 DIN 4108-6 concerns the calculation of the annual thermal energy and annual thermal energy demand in 
relation to heat protection and energy saving in buildings. 
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KfW single-family house 70, KfW efficiency house 55 and passive house are achieved. To this end, 

the following parameters were varied: 

 

• U-values14

 

 for wall, roof, floor and glazing, 

• g-value15

 

 of the glazing, and 

• the installation technology: heating system with gas or wood pellet heating and solar 

installation, domestic hot water system and ventilation system. 

 

The framework conditions for the calculations are specified by EnEV2009 as well as the KfW subsidy 

standard: 

 

Requirement from the EnEV 

 

"(1) Residential buildings to be constructed are to be designed such that the annual primary energy 

demand for heating, domestic hot water, ventilation and cooling does not exceed the value of the 

annual primary energy demand of a reference building of the same geometry, useful building area and 

orientation with the technical reference design specified in Annex 1 Table 116

 

, 

(2) Residential buildings to be constructed are to be designed such that the maximum values of the 

specific transmission heat loss (HT') based on the heat-transmitting exterior surface area in accordance 

with Annex 1 Table 217 are not exceeded."18

 

 

                                                      
14 The U-value or heat transfer coefficient describes the thermal insulation value. 
15 The g-value or total energy transmittance describes the permeability of transparent components (e.g. windows 
or glass surfaces) for energy transport (e.g. solar radiation). 
16 This refers to Annex 1 Table 1 in the Appendix to the EnEV. 
17 Also refers to an Annex of the EnEV. 
18 from EnEV 2009 
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Requirements for the KfW efficiency house 

 

The number after the phrase KfW efficiency house indicates how high the annual primary energy 

demand (Qp) may be in relation (%) to a comparable reference building according to the specifications 

of the Energy Saving Ordinance (Energieeinsparverordnung, EnEV). 

 

Table 2: Requirements for the KfW efficiency house (new build) 

 

Requirement relative to 

reference building 

70 55* 40* 

Qp'' 70% 55% 40% 

HT' 85% 70% 55% 

Repayment allowance  5.0% 10.0% 

* KfW efficiency house 55 and 40 require planning and building supervision by an expert. 

 

At the same time, the transmission heat loss may not be greater than permitted by Table 2 of Annex 1 

of the EnEV 2009. 

 

Passive house 

 

The programme variant KfW efficiency house 55 also subsidises buildings whose annual primary 

energy demand (Qp) and annual thermal energy demand (Qh) according to the passive house planning 

package (PHPP) are substantiated by an expert. A requirement for subsidy is that the annual primary 

energy demand (Qp) does not exceed 40 KWh per m2 of useful building area (AN) and the annual 

thermal energy demand (Qh) according to the PHPP does not exceed 15 KWh per m2 of residential 

area.19

                                                      
19 KfW efficiency house programme 153 
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4. Variant description of the building types single-family house, semi-detached housing and 

multi-family residential 

 

Tables 3 to 5 show the thermal qualities of the building envelopes and the heating system 

technologies. The U-values are given for the components of the building envelope (window, roof, 

exterior wall, base plate, etc.). In each case, the size of the solar installation is also described. If the 

solar installation exceeds the specifications of the EnEV 2009, the solar coverage (SD) is also given 

as a percentage alongside the gross collector area and the volume of the heat accumulator. These 

details were simulated dynamically with Polysun. For installations that satisfy the DIN standard or the 

EnEV specifications, only the collector area (AC) is given. Here, the standard values of DIN V 4701-

10 were used. As a rule, for domestic hot water production this means a solar thermal coverage of 60-

65%, and for room heating a value of 10%. 

 

In principle, to achieve the individual energy-efficient building standards, either the solar installation 

was enlarged to increase the solar coverage proportion for the specified thermal insulation value of the 

building envelope (HT') ("more solar technology" principle), or the thermal quality of the building 

envelope was improved to passive house level and the installation technology "cut back" to do so 

("more insulation" principle). 

 

Abbreviations in tables 3 to 5: 

 

AC: Collector aperture area 

Acollector: Gross collector area 

KfW-EH: KfW efficiency house 

PH: Passive house 
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PH-envelope: Building envelope as for passive house 

PHPP: Passive house planning package 

SD: Solar coverage in % overall for hot water and heating 

Solar installation TW+H: Solar combi-installation for domestic hot water and heating 

Solar TW: Solar installation for domestic hot water 

Solar60: Solar installation with 60% coverage for hot water and heating 

Vaccumulator: Accumulator volume 

 

 

4.1 Variant description: single-family house 

 

For a single-family house, the components exterior wall (A), exterior wall against the ground (B) and 

window (C) were varied for the building envelope. (A'), (B') and (C') mean that these components 

have a better thermal insulation value than (A), (B) and (C). Roof and base plate have the same U-

value for all 11 variants for the single-family house. 

 

Thermal insulation values of the building envelope components for a single-family house: 

 

(A) exterior wall: U = 0.21 W/m2K 

(A') exterior wall: U = 0.10 W/m2K 

(B) exterior wall against the ground: U = 0.24 W/m2K 

(B') exterior wall against the ground: U = 0.11 W/m2K 

(C) window: UW = 1.3 W/m2K, g = 0.6 

(C') window north: UW = 0.68 W/m2K, g = 0.5; 

 window south, east, west: UW = 0.71 W/m2K, g = 0.61 

Roof: U = 0.09 W/m2K 

Base plate: U = 0.11 W/m2K 
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The solar installations are oriented to the south at an incline of 70°. 
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Table 3: Variant description with thermal qualities of the building envelope and size of the solar 

installation for the building type single-family house 

 

Installation 

technology  

Energy standard  

Gas-fired Pellet boiler 

Solar installation 

TW+H 

Pellet boiler 

Solar installation 

TW+H 60% solar 

coverage proportion 

+ solar installation 

TW+H 

PH-envelope 

KfW efficiency 

house 70 

KfW-EH70 

Gas-Solar 

(A) (B) (C) 

AC = 11.7 m2 

(70°) 

KfW-EH70 

Gas-PHH 

(A') (B') (C') 

No solar installation 

KfW-EH70 

Pellet-Solar 

(A) (B) (C) 

AC = 11.7 m2 

(70°) 

KfW-EH70 

Pellet-Solar60 

(A) (B) (C) 

SD = 60% 

Acollector = 36 m2 

(70°) 

Vaccumulator = 7.3 m3 

KfW efficiency 

house 55 

KfW-EH55 

Gas-Solar 

(A) (B) (C') 

AC = 11.7 m2 

(70°) 

KfW-EH55 

Gas-PHH 

(A') (B') (C') 

+ Solar TW 

AC = 6.5 m2 

(70°) 

KfW-EH55 

Pellet-Solar 

(A) (B) (C') 

AC = 11.7 m2 

(70°) 

KfW-EH55 

Pellet-Solar60 

(A) (B) (C') 

SD = 60% 

Acollector = 27 m2 

(70°) 

Vaccumulator = 5.3 m3 

Passive house as 

per PHPP 

PH Gas-Solar 

(A') (B') (C') 

AC = 11.7 m2 

(70°) 

PH Pellet-Solar 

(A') (B') (C') 

AC = 11.7 m2 

(70°) 

PH Pellet-Solar60 

(A') (B') (C') 

SD = 60% 

Acollector = 16 m2 

(70°) 

Vaccumulator = 1.5 m3 
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The building variants with passive house envelope and the passive houses have better U-values for the 

exterior wall, the exterior wall against the ground and the windows. In both variants of the KfW 

efficiency house 55 with pellet solar heating (KfW-EH55 Pellet-Solar and KfW-EH55 Pellet-

Solar60), better insulating values for the windows (C') were used in the calculations to achieve the 

energy standard of the KfW efficiency house 55. All variants have a solar installation, except the KfW 

efficiency house 70 with passive house envelope and gas heating (KfW-EH70 Gas-PHH). In this 

house, only gas is used for heating. The solar installations of the other 10 variants are oriented exactly 

to the south and have an incline of 70°. The KfW efficiency house 55 with passive house envelope 

and gas heating (KfW-EH55 Gas-PHH) has the smallest solar installation (for hot water only), with a 

collector area of 6.5 m2. The solar installations with heating support, which are also calculated with 

the standard procedure of DIN V 4701-10, have a collector area of 11.7 m2. The installations that 

achieve a solar coverage of 60 per cent are calculated with solar installations of different sizes 

according to the energy standard of the building. In this case: the better the insulation, the smaller the 

solar installation. The single-family house calculated in accordance with the passive house planning 

package (PH Pellet-Solar60) gets by with a gross collector area of 16 m2 and a heat accumulator with 

a capacity of 1.5 m3. In comparison, the gross collector area for the KfW efficiency house 70 (KfW-

EH70 Pellet-Solar60) is 36 m2 and the accumulator volume 7.3 m3. 
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4.2 Variant description: semi-detached housing 

 

For the semi-detached housing, besides the exterior wall (A), the exterior wall against the ground (B) 

and window (C), the roof (D) and the base plate (E) were also varied. Here too, (A' … E') means a 

better thermal insulation value than (A … E). 

 

Thermal insulation values of the building envelope components for a semi-detached housing unit: 

 

(A) exterior wall: U = 0.18 to 0.22 W/m2K 

(A') exterior wall: U = 0.14 to 0.17 W/m2K 

(B) exterior wall against the ground: U = 0.22 W/m2K 

(B') exterior wall against the ground: U = 0.17 W/m2K 

(C) window: UW = 1.2 to 1.3 W/m2K, g = 0.6 

(C') window: UW = 0.8 to 0.83 W/m2K, g = 0.55 

(D) roof: U = 0.15 W/m2K 

(D') roof: U = 0.14 W/m2K 

(E) base plate: U = 0.27 W/m2K 

(E') base plate: U = 0.14 W/m2K 

 

The solar installations are oriented to the south. The inclination is down to the architecture (flat roof) 

and differs between the individual variants. Solar surfaces with an incline of 50° (or in the case of the 

PH Pellet-Solar60 of 60°) are mounted at a slant on the façade, and installations with a 90° incline are 

built into the façade. The incline of each collector surface is given in the table. If the solar coverage is 

given (SD = XX%), this means the solar installation was simulated with Polysun. Otherwise, the solar 

installations are calculated with the standard values of DIN V 4701-10 here too. 
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Table 4: Variant description with thermal qualities of the building envelope and size of the solar 

installation for the building type semi-detached housing 

 

Installation 

technology  

Energy standard  

Gas-fired Pellet boiler 

Solar installation 

TW+H 

Pellet boiler 

Solar installation 

TW+H 60% solar 

coverage proportion 

+ solar installation 

TW+H 

PH-envelope 

KfW efficiency 

house 70 

KfW-EH70 

Gas-Solar 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) 

SD = 30% 

Acollector = 12 m2 

(50°) 

Vaccumulator = 0.8 m3 

KfW-EH70 

Gas-PHH 

(A') (B') (C') (D') 

(E') 

+ Solar TW 

AC = 7.2 m2 

(90°) 

KfW-EH70 

Pellet-Solar 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) 

AC = 13 m2 

(90°) 

KfW-EH70 

Pellet-Solar60 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) 

SD = 60% 

Acollector = 38 m2 

(90°) 

Vaccumulator = 3.6 m3 

KfW efficiency 

house 55 

KfW-EH55 

Gas-Solar 

(A) (B) (C') (D) (E) 

SD = 40% 

Acollector = 14 m2 

(50°) 

Vaccumulator = 1.0 m3 

KfW-EH55 

Gas-PHH 

(A') (B') (C') (D') 

(E') 

SD = 30% 

Acollector = 10 m2 

(50°) 

Vaccumulator = 0.8 m3 

KfW-EH55 

Pellet-Solar 

(A) (B) (C') (D) (E) 

AC = 13 m2 

(90°) 

KfW-EH55 

Pellet-Solar60 

(A) (B) (C') (D) (E) 

SD = 60% 

Acollector = 32 m2 

(90°) 

Vaccumulator = 2.7 m3 

Passive house as 

per PHPP 

PH Gas-Solar 

(A') (B') (C') (D') (E') 

AC = 13 m2 

(90°) 

PH Pellet-Solar 

(A') (B') (C') (D') 

(E') 

AC = 13 m2 

(90°) 

PH Pellet-Solar60 

(A') (B') (C') (D') 

(E') 

SD = 60% 

Acollector = 17 m2 

(60°) 
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Vaccumulator = 1.3 m3 

 

The passive house variants and the variants with a passive house envelope have the better thermal 

insulation values (A' … E'). For the three variants on the KfW efficiency house 55 (KfW-EH55 Gas- 

Solar, KfW-EH55 Pellet-Solar, KfW-EH55 Pellet-Solar60), only the windows with the better 

insulation values (C') were calculated for the building envelope to achieve the energy standard. 

 

All 11 variants have a solar installation. 

 

The same principle applies here to the variants with a high solar coverage (KfW-EH70 Pellet-Solar60, 

KfW-EH55 Pellet-Solar60, PH Pellet-Solar60): the better the thermal quality of the building 

envelope, the smaller the solar installation. The same is true of all variants with gas heating. Despite 

different insulating standards, the three variants with pellet heating and a smaller solar installation 

(KfW-EH70 Pellet-Solar, KfW-EH55 Pellet-Solar, PH Pellet-Solar) all have a collector area (AC) of 

13 m2 at an incline of 90°. 
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4.3 Variant description: multi-family residential 

 

The U-values of the exterior wall (A), the staircase of the interior wall (B), the window (C), the roof 

at the entrance and bay window (D) and the ceiling of the lower bay window (E) vary. The insulation 

values and/or U-values of the cellar ceiling and the ceiling on the ground floor are the same for all 

variants. 

 

Thermal insulation values of the building envelope components for a multi-family residential: 

 

(A) exterior wall: U = 0.15 to 0.16 W/m2K 

(A') exterior wall: U = 0.14 W/m2K 

(B) staircase interior wall: U = 0.33 W/m2K 

(B') staircase interior wall: U = 0.16 W/m2K 

(C) window: UW = 1.3 W/m2K, g = 0.6 

(C') window: UW = 0.74 to 0.79 W/m2K, g = 0.61 

(D) roof entrance/bay: U = 0.15 W/m2K 

(D') roof entrance/bay: U = 0.13 W/m2K 

(E) roof bay lower: U = 0.17 W/m2K 

(E') roof bay lower: U = 0.14 W/m2K 

Cellar ceiling: U = 0.15 W/m2K 

Ground floor ceiling: U = 0.13 W/m2K 

 

The passive house has an external cellar entrance. In the other houses, this entrance is inside. The 

solar installations are oriented to the south and mounted on the roof at an incline of 60°. If the solar 

coverage is given (SE = XX%), this means the solar installation was simulated with Polysun. 

Otherwise, they are calculated with the standard values of DIN V 4701-10. 
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Table 5: Variant description with thermal qualities of the building envelope and size of the solar 

installation for the building type multi-family residential 

 

Installation 

technology  

Energy standard  

Gas-fired Pellet boiler 

Solar installation 

TW+H 

Pellet boiler 

Solar installation 

TW+H 60% solar 

coverage proportion 

+ solar installation 

TW+H 

PH-envelope 

KfW efficiency 

house 70 

KfW-EH70 

Gas-Solar 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) 

SD = 35% 

Acollector = 110 m2 

(60°) 

Vaccumulator = 15 m3 

KfW-EH70 

Gas-PHH 

(A') (B') (C') (D') 

(E') 

+ Solar TW 

AC = 31.4 m2 

(60°) 

KfW-EH70 

Pellet-Solar 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) 

AC = 56.5 m2 

(60°) 

KfW-EH70 

Pellet-Solar60 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) 

SD = 60% 

Acollector = 270 m2 

(60°) 

Vaccumulator = 60 m3 

KfW efficiency 

house 55 

KfW-EH55 

Gas-Solar 

(A) (B) (C') (D) (E) 

SD = 40% 

Acollector = 100 m2 

(60°) 

Vaccumulator = 15 m3 

KfW-EH55 

Gas-PHH 

(A') (B') (C') (D') 

(E') 

+ Solar TW+H 

AC = 56.5 m2 

(60°) 

KfW-EH55 

Pellet-Solar 

(A) (B) (C') (D) (E) 

AC = 56.5 m2 

(60°) 

KfW-EH55 

Pellet-Solar60 

(A) (B) (C') (D) (E) 

SD = 60% 

Acollector = 215 m2 

(60°) 

Vaccumulator = 50 m3 

Passive house as 

per PHPP 

PH Gas-Solar 

(A') (B') (C') (D') (E') 

+ Solar TW 

AC = 31.4 m2 

(60°) 

PH Pellet-Solar 

(A') (B') (C') (D') 

(E') 

AC = 56.5 m2 

(60°) 

PH Pellet-Solar60 

(A') (B') (C') (D') 

(E') 

SD = 60% 

Acollector = 100 m2 

(60°) 

Vaccumulator = 15 m3 
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As with the single-family and semi-detached housings, the solar installations of the variants with a 

high solar thermal coverage (KfW-EH70 Pellet-Solar60, KfW-EH55 Pellet-Solar60, PH Pellet-

Solar60) and the variants with gas heating (KfW-EH70 Gas-Solar, KfW-EH55 Gas-Solar, KfW-EH70 

Gas-PHH, KfW-EH55 Gas-PHH and PH Gas-Solar) are smaller the better insulated the building 

envelope is. For the three variants with pellet heating and smaller solar installations, the installations 

are the same size, despite different insulation values. 
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5. Results 

 

The results given below are valid for the framework conditions and calculation procedures described. 

In actual building projects, other sequences of efficiency houses could arise with the specified 

framework conditions as a result of further optimisation. 
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5.1 Thermal energy demand and final energy demand 

 

Single-family house 

 

Table 6a: Thermal energy demand and final energy demand of efficiency houses for building type 

single-family house 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

Thermal energy demand 

kWh/a 

Final Energy demand 

kWh/a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-Solar 8,750 9,503 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 4,582 8,781 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 8,750 10,821 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 8,750 5,937 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar 6,150 7,281 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 4,582 6,363 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 6,150 8,200 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 6,150 4,739 

PH Gas-Solar 1,787 3,957 

PH Pellet-Solar 1,787 4,150 

PH Pellet-Solar60 1,787 3,074 

 

Graph 1a: Thermal energy and final energy demand of efficiency houses for building type single-

family house 

Orange line: final energy demand of the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 
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Thermal energy demand in kWh 

Final energy demand in kWh 
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Semi-detached housing 

 

Table 6b: Thermal energy demand and final energy demand of efficiency houses for building type 

semi-detached housing 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

Thermal energy demand 

kWh/a 

Final Energy demand 

kWh/a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-Solar 8,429 9,090 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 6,106 8,520 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 8,429 11,154 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 8,429 5,868 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar40 6,960 7,062 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 6,106 7,546 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 6,960 9,678 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 6,960 5,198 

PH Gas-Solar 2,606 5,362 

PH Pellet-Solar 2,606 5,718 

PH Pellet-Solar60 2,606 3,636 

 

Graph 1b: Thermal energy and final energy demand of efficiency houses for building type semi-

detached housing 

Orange line: final energy demand of the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 

 

Thermal energy demand in kWh 
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Final energy demand in kWh 
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Multi-family residential 

 

Table 6c: Thermal energy demand and final energy demand of efficiency houses for building type 

multi-family residential 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

Thermal energy demand 

kWh/a 

Final Energy demand 

kWh/a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-Solar 62,539 58,559 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 44,035 57,443 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 62,539 78,976 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 62,539 40,622 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar 49,584 46,865 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 44,035 52,888 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 49,584 65,589 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 49,584 34,937 

PH Gas-Solar 15,451 33,418 

PH Pellet-Solar 15,451 35,155 

PH Pellet-Solar60 15,451 22,677 

 

Graph 1c: Thermal energy and final energy demand of efficiency houses for building type multi-

family residential 

Orange line: final energy demand of the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 

 

Thermal energy demand in kWh 
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Final energy demand in kWh 
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The thermal energy demand is closely linked to the quality of the building envelope. A gradation of 

the thermal energy demand analogous to the efficiency house grades EH70, EH55 and passive house 

consistently appears, with efficiency house 70 in principle displaying the highest and the passive 

house the lowest thermal energy demand. Efficiency houses 70 and 55 with further optimised building 

envelopes (passive house envelopes) deviate from this sequence. In accordance with the passive house 

planning package, the passive house variants must have a ventilation system. This was taken into 

account when determining the thermal energy demand. Reducing the thermal energy demand by using 

a ventilation system therefore evidently lies between the variants with optimised building envelopes 

(passive house envelopes, without ventilation system) and the passive house variants. 

 

In addition to the quality of the building envelope, the final energy demand is also affected by the 

installation technology and the energy source. 

 

Tables 6a-c and graphs 1a-c show: 

• The passive house variants have the lowest final energy demand, together with efficiency 

house type 55 in combination with pellet heating and a solar installation which provides 60 

per cent solar thermal coverage. 

• The passive house in combination with pellet heating and a solar installation which provides 

60 per cent solar thermal coverage has the absolutely lowest final energy demand (best 

building envelope combined with the most efficient installation technology). 

• Within efficiency house types 70, 55 and passive house, those buildings that have a solar 

installation with 60 per cent solar thermal coverage have the lowest final energy demand in 

each case, including when compared with the improved building envelopes (passive house 

envelopes). 
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• Efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 has a lower final energy demand than efficiency house 70 

with gas heating and a passive house envelope and also than efficiency house 55 Gas-passive 

house envelope. 

 

In summary: Efficiency houses with a high solar coverage have a lower final energy demand than 

buildings that rely more on the building envelope and less on the installation technology. They are 

therefore more economical for the users. 

 

 "More solar energy" is more efficient than just "insulation". 

 

 

5.2 Primary energy demand and CO2 emissions 

 

Besides efficiency and installation technology, the primary energy demand also includes the 

production, treatment and distribution of the energy source to the building. It can therefore be viewed 

as an ecological parameter and as a measure of the overall efficiency of a building within the meaning 

of the EU Directive on the "energy performance of buildings". 
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Single-family house 

 

Table 7a: Primary energy demand of efficiency houses - building type single-family house 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

Primary energy demand total 

in kWh/a 

Primary energy demand per 

m2 of EnEV useful area* 

in kWh/m2+a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-Solar 10,809 51 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 9,915 47 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 3,733 18 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 2,157 10 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar 8,329 39 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 7,313 34 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 3,025 14 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 1,836 9 

PH Gas-Solar 5,223 25 

PH Pellet-Solar 2,738 13 

PH Pellet-Solar60 2,270 11 

* ENEV useful area = 213 m2 

 

Graph 2a: Primary energy demand of efficiency houses per square metre of useful area, building type 

single-family house 

Orange line: primary energy demand of the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 
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Primary heat demand in kWh per square metre and per annum 
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Semi-detached housing 

 

Table 7b: Primary energy demand of efficiency houses - building type semi-detached housing 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

Primary energy demand total 

in kWh/a 

Primary energy demand per 

m2 of EnEV useful area* 

in kWh/m2+a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-Solar 10,329 43 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 9,717 41 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 3,781 16 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 2,022 8 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar40 8,018 34 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 8,605 36 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 3,390 14 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 1,845 8 

PH Gas-Solar 6,866 29 

PH Pellet-Solar 3,316 14 

PH Pellet-Solar60 2,456 10 

* ENEV useful area = 240 m2 

 

Graph 2b: Primary energy demand of efficiency houses per square metre of useful area, building type 

semi-detached housing 

Orange line: primary energy demand of the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 
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Primary heat demand in kWh per square metre and per annum 
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Multi-family residential 

 

Table 7c: Primary energy demand of efficiency houses - building type multi-family residential 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

Primary energy demand total 

in kWh/a 

Primary energy demand per 

m2 of EnEV useful area* 

in kWh/m2+a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-Solar 65,907 44 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 64,775 43 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 22,325 15 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 11,948 8 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar 52,938 35 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 59,696 40 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 19,485 13 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 10,733 7 

PH Gas-Solar 42,430 28 

PH Pellet-Solar 18,944 13 

PH Pellet-Solar60 14,556 10 

* ENEV useful area = 1,507 m2 

 

Graph 2c: Primary energy demand of efficiency houses per square metre of useful area, building type 

multi-family residential 

Orange line: primary energy demand of the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 
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Primary heat demand in kWh per square metre and per annum 
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In accordance with the passive house planning package, the passive house variants must have a 

ventilation system. This was taken into account when determining the primary energy demand. 

 

Tables 7a-c and graphs 2a-c show: 

• Efficiency houses with a high solar thermal coverage (SD 60%) have the lowest primary 

energy demand. 

• The KfW efficiency house 70 with a solar thermal coverage of 60% has a clearly lower 

primary energy demand than a passive house with the Gas-Solar heating variant or a passive 

house with the Pellet-Solar heating variant. 

• The KfW efficiency house 70 with a solar thermal coverage of 60% has a primary energy 

demand comparable to that of a passive house with the Pellet-Solar60 heating variant. 

• The KfW efficiency house 55 with a solar thermal coverage of 60% has a lower primary 

energy demand than a passive house with the Pellet-Solar60 heating variant. 

• The KfW efficiency house 70 with a solar thermal coverage of 60% lies more than 60% 

below the primary energy demand of the passive house with the Gas-Solar heating variant. 

 

The requirements of the individual KfW efficiency house grades not only define threshold values for 

primary energy demand, but also for the transmission heat loss (HT') of a building. In other words, the 

efficiency of the installation technology and the requirements placed on the quality of the building 

envelope are combined. 

 

In summary: The KfW efficiency houses 70 and 55 with a high solar coverage have a significantly 

lower primary energy demand than buildings that rely more on the building envelope and less on 

installation technology. 
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 "More solar technology" achieves a lower primary energy demand than "more insulation" and is 

therefore more ecological. 

 

The CO2 emissions of the building can also be determined via the primary energy demand. 
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Single-family house 

 

Table 8a: CO2 emissions of efficiency houses - building type single-family house 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

CO2 emissions 

total 

in kg/a 

CO2 emissions 

per m2 of EnEV useful area* 

in kg/a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-Solar 2,435 11.5 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 2,232 10.5 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 841 4.0 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 487 2.3 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar 1,877 8.8 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 1,649 7.8 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 684 3.2 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 416 2.0 

PH Gas-Solar 1,192 5.6 

PH Pellet-Solar 635 3.0 

PH Pellet-Solar60 528 2.5 

* ENEV useful area = 213 m2 

 

Graph 3a: CO2 emissions of efficiency houses per square metre of useful area, building type single-

family house 

Orange line: CO2 emissions of the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 
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CO2 emissions based on the useful area (kg/m2*a) 

qm = m2 
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Semi-detached housing 

 

Table 8b: CO2 emissions of efficiency houses - building type semi-detached housing 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

CO2 emissions 

total 

in kg/a 

CO2 emissions 

per m2 of EnEV useful area* 

in kg/a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-Solar 2,341 9.8 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 2,205 9.2 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 441 1.8 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 241 1.0 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar40 1,819 7.6 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 1,952 8.1 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 414 1.7 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 229 1.0 

PH Gas-Solar 1,908 8.0 

PH Pellet-Solar 618 2.6 

PH Pellet-Solar60 492 2.1 

* ENEV useful area = 240 m2 

 

Graph 3b: CO2 emissions of efficiency houses per square metre of useful area, building type semi-

detached housing 

Orange line: CO2 emissions of the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 

 

CO2 emissions based on the useful area (kg/m2*a) 
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qm = m2 
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Multi-family residential 

 

Table 8c: CO2 emissions of efficiency houses - building type multi-family residential 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

CO2 emissions 

total 

in kg/a 

CO2 emissions 

per m2 of EnEV useful area* 

in kg/a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-Solar 14,832 9.8 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 14,580 9.7 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 4,958 3.3 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 2,661 1.8 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar 11,918 7.9 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 13,438 8.9 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 4,343 2.9 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 2,398 1.6 

PH Gas-Solar 9,653 6.4 

PH Pellet-Solar 4,361 2.9 

PH Pellet-Solar60 3,372 2.2 

* ENEV useful area = 1,507 m2 

 

Graph 3c: CO2 emissions of efficiency houses per square metre of useful area, building type multi-

family residential 

Orange line: CO2 emissions of the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 
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CO2 emissions based on the useful area (kg/m2*a) 

qm = m2 
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Tables 8a-c and graphs 3a-c show: 

• The KfW efficiency houses 70, 55 and the passive house have the lowest CO2 emissions, in 

each case in combination with a collector system with a solar thermal coverage of 60%. For 

all 3 buildings types (EFH, DHH, MFH) there are fewer than 3 kg of CO2 emissions per 

square metre of useful area. 

• The KfW efficiency house 70 with a solar thermal coverage of 60% has CO2 emissions that 

are lower by a factor of 2-3 than a passive house with the Gas-Solar heating variant. In the 

semi-detached housing type, this comparison even reveals a factor of 8 in favour of the 

efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60. 

 

In summary: Efficiency houses combined with heating that has a high solar coverage have clearly 

fewer CO2 emissions than buildings that rely more on the building envelope and less installation 

technology. 

 

With the lowest efficiency house standard (EH 70), the primary energy values of the efficiency houses 

with the best building envelopes could be clearly exceeded if it were combined with a high solar 

thermal coverage. 

 

Compared with the building variants with pellet and solar heating to DIN V 4701-10, efficiency 

houses with a high solar thermal coverage require less use of the pellet raw material. In principle it 

can be assumed that the pellet raw material is a limited raw material. Efficiency houses with a high 

solar thermal coverage are therefore more sustainable and also have a lower primary energy demand. 

 

 "More solar technology" brings higher CO2 savings than "more insulation". 
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5.3 Cost-effectiveness of efficiency houses 

 

Cost-effectiveness is considered in accordance with VDI 2067. This consideration is based on the 

following input parameters: 

 

Table 9: Input parameters for cost-effectiveness consideration to VDI 2067 

 

• Energy costs Gas EUR 0.065/kWh Hi* + EUR 144/a 

Pellet EUR 0.26/kg 

Electricity EUR 0.22/kWh + EUR 72/a 

• Energy price increase 4% and 8% p.a. 

• Useful life 20 years 

• Financing Loan interest rate 4%, term 10 years 

• Maintenance costs 

(based on investment costs) 

Gas heating 1% p.a. 

Solar installation 0.5% to 1% p.a. depending on size of installation 

Pellet heating 2% p.a. 

Ventilation system with heat recovery 2% p.a. 

Price increase maintenance costs 3% p.a. 

 * Heating value Hi 

 

As part of the consideration of cost-effectiveness, the investments costs as energy-determined 

additional costs based on a basic variant were determined. The basic variant is deemed to be the KfW 

efficiency house 70 with gas-condensing heating and solar installation for domestic hot water and 

heating to DIN standard values. 
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The annual annuity (financing costs), the energy saving and the resulting actual additional costs are 

taken into consideration to analyse cost-effectiveness. 

 

The following tables and graphs therefore show the "extra" energy cost saving, the "additional costs" 

of financing (annuity) and thus the "extra" actual annual costs. 
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Single-family house 

 

Table 10a: Energy cost saving, annuity and actual annual additional costs of efficiency houses 

compared with a KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-Solar and a price increase of 4% - building type 

single-family house 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

Energy cost saving 

in EUR/a 

Annuity 

in EUR/a 

Actual annual 

additional costs 

in EUR/a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 84 381 297 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 141 731 590 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 577 1,879 1,302 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar40 218 490 272 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 307 825 518 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 361 1,222 861 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 677 1,944 1,267 

PH Gas-Solar 452 2,270 1,818 

PH Pellet-Solar 617 2,999 2,382 

PH Pellet-Solar60 725 2,975 2,250 

 

Graph 4a: Annual additional costs of efficiency houses compared with a KfW efficiency house 70 

Gas-Solar - 4% energy price increase 

Building type single-family house 

Orange line: actual annual additional costs the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 
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Energy cost saving EUR/a 

Annuity * EUR/a 

Actual annual additional costs EUR/a 
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Semi-detached housing 

 

Table 10b: Energy cost saving, annuity and actual annual additional costs of efficiency houses 

compared with a KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-Solar and a price increase of 4% - building type semi-

detached housing 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

Energy cost saving 

in EUR/a 

Annuity 

in EUR/a 

Actual annual 

additional costs 

in EUR/a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 52 575 523 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 74 798 724 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 551 1,881 1,330 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar40 204 339 135 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 152 730 578 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 197 1,070 873 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 607 1,868 1,261 

PH Gas-Solar 358 1,908 1,550 

PH Pellet-Solar 426 2,638 2,212 

PH Pellet-Solar60 613 2,764 2,151 

 

Graph 4b: Annual additional costs of efficiency houses compared with a KfW efficiency house 70 

Gas-Solar - 4% energy price increase 

Building type semi-detached housing 

Orange line: actual annual additional costs the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 
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Energy cost saving EUR/a 

Annuity * EUR/a 

Actual annual additional costs EUR/a 
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Multi-family residential 

 

Table 10c: Energy cost saving, annuity and actual annual additional costs of efficiency houses 

compared with a KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-Solar and a price increase of 4% - building type multi-

family residential 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

Energy cost saving 

in EUR/a 

Annuity 

in EUR/a 

Actual annual 

additional costs 

in EUR/a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 92 582 490 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar* -720 -730 -10 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 2,494 7,787 5,293 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar40 1,135 2,427 1,292 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 538 2,022 1,484 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 321 1,963 1,642 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 2,937 8,571 5,634 

PH Gas-Solar 1,770 6,745 4,975 

PH Pellet-Solar 2,079 9,069 6,990 

PH Pellet-Solar60 3,229 10,391 7,162 

* The KfW efficiency house fares better than the comparative variant KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-

Solar. This explains the negative values. 

 

Graph 4c: Annual additional costs of efficiency houses compared with a KfW efficiency house 70 

Gas-Solar - 4% energy price increase 

Building type multi-family residential 

Orange line: actual annual additional costs the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 
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[see original for graph] 

 

Energy cost saving EUR/a 

Annuity * EUR/a 

Actual annual additional costs EUR/a 
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Tables 8a-c and graphs 3a-c show: 

• The financing costs (annuity) for all efficiency house variants exceed the annual energy cost 

saving. In other words, none of the variants investigated is "economical" in the 20-year period 

under review and an energy price increase of 4%. The exception in the case of multi-family 

residentials is the KfW efficiency house EH70 Pellet-Solar. 

• The highest energy cost saving belongs to the optimised building envelope of the passive 

house combined with the heating variants Pellet-Solar and Pellet-Solar60 and efficiency 

houses 70 and 55 combined with the heating variant Pellet-Solar60. 

• The highest actual additional costs are caused by the optimised building envelope of the 

passive house combined with the heating variant Pellet-Solar60. 

• KfW efficiency houses 70 and 55 with the heating variant Pellet-Solar60 lead to clearly lower 

actual additional costs than the optimised building envelope of the passive house with the 

heating variants Gas-Solar, Pellet-Solar and Pellet-Solar60. In other words, both variants 

(KfW-EH70 Pellet-Solar60 and KfW-EH55 Pellet-Solar60) are more economical. The 

exception here is the multi-family residential with heating variant Gas-Solar, which proves 

more beneficial. 

 

In summary: Compared with an efficiency house 70 with Gas-Solar heating, a more costly 

installation technology and an extensively optimised building envelope lead to significant additional 

costs, but also to a significantly lower primary energy demand. 

 

The extensively optimised building envelope of the passive house leads to the highest actual 

additional costs, regardless of the heating technology. 

 

Efficiency houses, including passive houses, that have heating with a high solar coverage, lead to the 

highest energy cost savings. 
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The combination of good building envelope (EH 70 + 55) and the heating variant with a high solar 

thermal coverage are more economical from a financing point of view than the building variants with 

an extensively optimised building envelope (passive house variants) and also (generally) achieve a 

higher CO2 saving. 

 

 "More solar technology" is more economical than "more insulation". 

 

 

5.4 Primary energy saving and additional costs 

 

To consider the cost-effectiveness of climate protection measures, the primary energy savings are 

calculated for the individual efficiency houses and the additional costs are determined. The KfW 

efficiency house 70 with the heating variant Gas-Solar again serves as a basis for comparison. 

 

Tables 11a-c and graphs 5a-c therefore show the "extra" primary energy saving and the "additional" 

costs for the building envelope and installation technology. This comparison allows an assessment of 

the cost-effectiveness of the climate protection strategies pursued with the efficiency houses shown 

("more insulation" or "more solar energy"). 
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Single-family house 

 

Table 11a: Primary energy saving and actual annual additional costs of efficiency houses compared 

with a KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-Solar and a price increase of 4% - building type single-family 

house 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

Primary 

energy 

demand 

 

 

 

absolute 

kWh/a 

Primary 

energy 

saving 

 

 

 

absolute 

kWh/a 

Primary energy 

saving 

 

 

 

based on the 

useful area 

EUR/kWh*m2*a 

Actual 

annual 

additional 

costs 

 

 

absolute 

EUR/a 

Actual 

annual 

additional 

costs 

 

based on the 

useful area 

EUR/m2*a 

Ratio of 

primary energy 

saving to 

additional costs 

 

based on the 

useful area 

EUR/kWh*m2*a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-Solar 10,809 - - - - - 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 9,915 894 4 297 1.39 0.33 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-

Solar 

3,733 7,076 33 590 2.77 0.08 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-

Solar60 

2,157 8,652 41 1,302 6.11 0.15 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-

Solar40 

8,329 2,480 12 272 1.28 0.11 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 7,313 3,496 16 518 2.43 0.15 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-

Solar 

3,025 7,784 37 861 4.04 0.11 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-

Solar60 

1,836 8,973 42 1,267 5.95 0.14 

PH Gas-Solar 5,223 5,586 26 1,818 8.54 0.33 

PH Pellet-Solar 2,738 8,071 38 2,382 11.18 0.30 

PH Pellet-Solar60 2,270 8,539 40 2,250 10.56 0.26 

* ENEV useful area = 213 m2 
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Graph 5a: Primary energy saving and actual annual additional costs of efficiency houses compared 

with a KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-Solar and a price increase of 4% - building type single-family 

house 

Orange line: actual annual additional costs the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 

 

Primary energy saving in kWh/m2*a 

Actual additional costs in EUR/m2*a 
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Semi-detached housing 

 

Table 11b: Primary energy saving and actual annual additional costs of efficiency houses compared 

with a KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-Solar and a price increase of 4% - building type semi-detached 

housing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

Primary 

energy 

demand 

 

 

 

absolute 

kWh/a 

Primary 

energy 

saving 

 

 

 

absolute 

kWh/a 

Primary energy 

saving 

 

 

 

based on the 

useful area 

EUR/kWh*m2*a 

Actual 

annual 

additional 

costs 

 

 

absolute 

EUR/a 

Actual 

annual 

additional 

costs 

 

based on the 

useful area 

EUR/m2*a 

Ratio of 

primary energy 

saving to 

additional costs 

 

based on the 

useful area 

EUR/kWh*m2*a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-Solar 10,329 - - - - - 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 9,717 612 3 523 2.18 0.85 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-

Solar 

3,781 6,548 27 724 3.02 0.11 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-

Solar60 

2,022 8,307 35 1,330 5.55 0.16 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-

Solar40 

8,018 2,311 10 135 0.56 0.06 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 8,605 1,724 7 578 2.41 0.34 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-

Solar 

3,390 6,939 29 873 3.64 0.13 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-

Solar60 

1,845 8,484 35 1,261 5.26 0.15 

PH Gas-Solar 6,866 3,463 14 1,550 6.47 0.45 

PH Pellet-Solar 3,316 7,013 29 2,212 9.23 0.32 

PH Pellet-Solar60 2,456 7,873 33 2,151 8.97 0.27 
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* ENEV useful area = 240 m2 
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Graph 5b: Primary energy saving and actual annual additional costs of efficiency houses compared 

with a KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-Solar and a price increase of 4% - building type semi-detached 

housing 

Orange line: actual annual additional costs the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 

 

Primary energy saving in kWh/m2*a 

Actual additional costs in EUR/m2*a 
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Multi-family residential 

 

Table 11c: Primary energy saving and actual annual additional costs of efficiency houses compared 

with a KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-Solar and a price increase of 4% - building type multi-family 

residential 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

Primary 

energy 

demand 

 

 

 

absolute 

kWh/a 

Primary 

energy 

saving 

 

 

 

absolute 

kWh/a 

Primary energy 

saving 

 

 

 

based on the 

useful area 

EUR/kWh*m2*a 

Actual 

annual 

additional 

costs 

 

 

absolute 

EUR/a 

Actual 

annual 

additional 

costs 

 

based on the 

useful area 

EUR/m2*a 

Ratio of 

primary energy 

saving to 

additional costs 

 

based on the 

useful area 

EUR/kWh*m2*a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-Solar 65,907 - - - - - 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 64,775 1,132 1 582 0.39 0.51 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-

Solar 

22,325 43,582 29 -730 -0.48 -0.02 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-

Solar60 

11,948 53,959 36 7,787 5.17 0.14 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-

Solar40 

52,938 12,969 9 2,427 1.61 0.19 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 59,696 6,211 4 2,022 1.34 0.33 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-

Solar 

19,485 46,422 31 1,963 1.30 0.04 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-

Solar60 

10,733 55,174 37 8,571 5.69 0.16 

PH Gas-Solar 42,430 23,477 16 6,745 4.47 0.29 

PH Pellet-Solar 18,944 46,963 31 9,069 6.02 0.19 

PH Pellet-Solar60 14,556 51,351 34 10,391 6.89 0.20 
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* ENEV useful area = 1,507 m2 
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Graph 5c: Primary energy saving and actual annual additional costs of efficiency houses compared 

with a KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-Solar and a price increase of 4% - building type multi-family 

residential 

Orange line: actual annual additional costs the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 

 

Primary energy saving in kWh/m2*a 

Actual additional costs in EUR/m2*a 

 

Tables 11a-c and graphs 5a-c show: 

• The highest primary energy saving belongs to efficiency buildings EH70 and EH 55, which 

have heating with a high solar coverage. For efficiency houses 70 and 55, the actual annual 

additional costs for the single-family and semi-detached housing types are significantly lower 

than the additional costs of the buildings with extensively optimised building envelopes 

(passive house Gas-Solar, passive house Pellet-Solar, passive house Pellet-Solar60). The 

multi-family residential building type displays the same trend, although the difference in the 

ratio of primary energy saving to additional costs is reduced. This is due to the more 

beneficial surface-to-volume ratio. 

• Considered in absolute terms, the KfW efficiency house 55 with the heating variant Pellet-

Solar60 has the highest primary energy saving and the lowest additional costs, compared with 

the buildings with extensively optimised building envelopes (passive house Gas-Solar, 

passive house Pellet-Solar, passive house Pellet-Solar60). 

• KfW efficiency house 70 with the heating variant Pellet-Solar60 has almost the same primary 

energy saving, for negligibly higher additional costs, as the KfW efficiency house 55 with the 

heating variant Pellet-Solar60. 
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• If, based on the useful area, we consider the ratio of primary energy saving to actual annual 

additional costs, we can see that the KfW efficiency houses EH70 and 55 with the heating 

variant Pellet-Solar60 have a clearly more beneficial ratio (EUR 0.14-0.16 /kWh annual 

primary energy saving) than the building with the extensively optimised building envelope 

(passive house variants EFH/DHH: EUR 0.26-0.45 /kWh annual primary energy saving; 

passive house variants MFH: EUR 0.19-0.29 /kWh annual primary energy saving). 
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• The efficiency houses with the heating variant Pellet-Solar have a beneficial ratio between 

primary energy saving and additional costs. It must, however, be borne in mind that pellets 

are not a raw material in unlimited supply. The Pellet-Solar60 heating variants achieve a high 

solar coverage and in principle are more economical and therefore more sustainable as 

regards the limited raw material pellets. 

 

In summary: 

 

Efficiency houses that have heating with a high solar thermal coverage have significantly lower 

additional costs for the primary energy saving than buildings with extensively optimised building 

envelopes (passive house variants). 

 

 "More solar technology" achieves a more economical primary energy saving than "more 

insulation". 

 

 

5.5 CO2 avoidance costs 

 

When analysing the efficiency of climate protection measures in the building sector, besides 

comparing the primary energy saving with the additional costs, the specific CO2 avoidance costs can 

also be incorporated. This also applies when building efficiency houses. The CO2 avoidance costs 

were determined for the individual efficiency house types, taking into account an energy price 

increase of 4% or 8%. The KfW efficiency house 70 with the heating variant Gas-Solar again serves 

as a basis for comparison. 
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Tables 12a-c and graphs 6a-c therefore show the "extra" total additional costs (financing costs above 

the annuity and energy costs) and the "CO2 avoidance costs" as a ratio of CO2 saving and total 

additional costs. 
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Single-family house 

 

Table 12a: CO2 avoidance costs of efficiency houses compared with a KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-

Solar for an increase in energy prices of 4% and 8% - building type single-family house 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

 

CO2 

saving 

 

 

 

 

in kg/a 

Energy price increase 4% Energy price increase 8% 

Total additional 

costs 

 

(annuity + 

energy costs) 

 

in EUR/a 

CO2 avoidance 

costs 

 

 

 

 

in EUR/a 

Total additional 

costs 

 

(annuity + 

energy costs) 

 

in EUR/a 

CO2 avoidance 

costs 

 

 

 

 

in EUR/a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 203 1,534 1,463 2,135 1,246 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 1,595 1,826 369 2,398 324 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 1,948 2,539 668 2,884 514 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar 558 1,509 487 2,040 283 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 786 1,755 659 2,241 457 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 1,751 2,098 492 2,555 384 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 2,019 2,504 628 2,796 453 

PH Gas-Solar 1,243 3,054 1,462 3,464 1,273 

PH Pellet-Solar 1,800 3,619 1,323 3,942 1,144 

PH Pellet-Solar60 1,907 3,487 1,180 3,754 982 

 

Graph 6a: CO2 avoidance costs of efficiency houses compared with a KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-

Solar for an increase in energy prices of 4% and 8% - building type single-family house 

 

[see original for graph] 
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CO2 saving per annum 

CO2 avoidance costs - price increase 4% 

CO2 avoidance costs - price increase 8% 
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Semi-detached housing 

 

Table 12b: CO2 avoidance costs of efficiency houses compared with a KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-

Solar for an increase in energy prices of 4% and 8% - building type semi-detached housing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

 

CO2 

saving 

 

 

 

 

in kg/a 

Energy price increase 4% Energy price increase 8% 

Total additional 

costs 

 

(annuity + 

energy costs) 

 

in EUR/a 

CO2 avoidance 

costs 

 

 

 

 

in EUR/a 

Total additional 

costs 

 

(annuity + 

energy costs) 

 

in EUR/a 

CO2 avoidance 

costs 

 

 

 

 

in EUR/a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 136 1,716 3,838 2,311 3,640 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 1,900 1,918 381 2,502 361 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 2,100 2,523 633 2,858 496 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar 522 1,329 259 1,845 56 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 389 1,772 1,486 2,316 1,285 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 1,927 2,067 453 2,586 400 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 2,112 2,455 597 2,761 447 

PH Gas-Solar 433 2,743 3,577 3,179 3,148 

PH Pellet-Solar 1,723 3,405 1,283 3,805 1,154 

PH Pellet-Solar60 1,849 3,326 1,153 3,619 975 

 

Graph 6b: CO2 avoidance costs of efficiency houses compared with a KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-

Solar for an increase in energy prices of 4% and 8% - building type semi-detached housing 

 

[see original for graph] 
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CO2 saving per annum in kg 

CO2 avoidance costs - price increase 4% 

CO2 avoidance costs - price increase 8% 
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Multi-family residential 

 

Table 12c: CO2 avoidance costs of efficiency houses compared with a KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-

Solar for an increase in energy prices of 4% and 8% - building type multi-family residential 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

 

CO2 

saving 

 

 

 

 

in kg/a 

Energy price increase 4% Energy price increase 8% 

Total additional 

costs 

 

(annuity + 

energy costs) 

 

in EUR/a 

CO2 avoidance 

costs 

 

 

 

 

in EUR/a 

Total additional 

costs 

 

(annuity + 

energy costs) 

 

in EUR/a 

CO2 avoidance 

costs 

 

 

 

 

in EUR/a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 252 6,592 1,940 9,727 1,750 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 9,874 6,093 -1 9,651 37 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 12,171 11,395 435 13,278 328 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar 2,914 7,395 443 9,987 241 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 1,394 7,587 1,065 10,489 863 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 10,489 7,744 156 10,760 141 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 12,434 11,737 453 13,388 330 

PH Gas-Solar 5,179 11,078 961 13,338 782 

PH Pellet-Solar 10,471 13,093 668 15,191 564 

PH Pellet-Solar60 11,460 13,265 625 14,764 478 

 

Graph 6c: CO2 avoidance costs of efficiency houses compared with a KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-

Solar for an increase in energy prices of 4% and 8% - building type multi-family residential 

 

[see original for graph] 
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CO2 saving per annum in kg 

CO2 avoidance costs per tonne - price increase 4% 

CO2 avoidance costs per tonne - price increase 8% 
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Tables 12a-c and graphs 6a-c show: 

• The highest CO2 saving belongs to those efficiency buildings that have heating with a high 

solar thermal coverage. 

• The highest CO2 avoidance costs are for the building variant efficiency house 70 with 

optimised building envelope and gas heating and the passive house with the heating variant 

Gas-Solar. This is also due to the non-regenerative fuel gas. 

• KfW efficiency houses 70 and 55 with the heating variant Pellet-Solar60 have significantly 

lower CO2 avoidance costs than the building variants with extensively optimised building 

envelopes (passive house Gas-Solar, passive house Pellet-Solar, passive house Pellet-

Solar60). The cause lies in the high costs of further optimising the building envelope 

(decreasing marginal benefit). The cost consideration would be similar for a solar thermal 

coverage of more than 90-100%. 

• The KfW efficiency house with the heating variant Pellet-Solar60 has CO2 avoidance costs of 

EUR 668 per tonne and annum (energy price increase 4% - single-family house example). 

This efficiency house type therefore has lower CO2 avoidance costs by a factor of 1.9 than the 

building variant passive house with Pellet-Solar heating, with at the same time a higher CO2 

saving. 

 

In summary: 

 

Efficiency houses that have heating with a high solar thermal coverage have significantly lower CO2 

avoidance costs than buildings with extensively optimised building envelopes (passive house 

variants). 

 

 "More solar technology" achieves a more economical CO2 avoidance than "more insulation". 
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5.5 Transferability of results to old buildings 

 

The results are based on a consideration of efficiency houses in the new build sector. Given the 

diversity of the starting situations of the buildings (age, condition of the building envelope and 

installation technology), a complete transferability to the old building sector is not possible. The 

costly simulation needed for this - including the thermal bridge issue - and the complex comparison of 

variants lie outside the scope of this study. 

 

In principle, as a trend statement, the new build results also apply to old buildings in house building. 

 

The experience of the Sonnenhaus-Institut with current projects shows that renovating to the building 

standard KfW efficiency house 100 or KfW efficiency house 85 is sufficient to achieve very low 

primary energy values in combination with high solar thermal coverage. 
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5.6 Summary of the results 

 

For the user, buildings with a high solar thermal coverage (up to full solar thermal supply) offer the 

particular characteristic of being entirely free from fossil fuels. In addition, they are a major step 

towards decentralised energy supply based on renewable energy, as required by the EU Buildings 

Directive.20

The objective of the new EU Directive on the "energy performance of buildings" is to only construct 

"nearly zero-energy buildings" over the next decade. This goal can easily be achieved with the help of 

KfW efficiency houses that have solar installations with a high solar thermal coverage. 

 By usefully combining a "good building envelope" and "more solar energy", it is not only 

possible to significantly reduce consumption of fossil fuel sources and thus also emissions of CO2, at 

the same time a decisive contribution can be made to increasing security of supply. 

 

The synopsis of the chosen investigation parameters produces the following picture: 

 

Efficiency houses with a solar installation that has a high solar thermal coverage are much more 

sparing in their use of final energy and primary energy. They also help reduce CO2 emissions. 

Compared with efficiency houses with extensively optimised building envelopes (passive house 

standard), they are also more economical. Viewed as a whole, efficiency houses with large solar 

installations make more ecological and economic sense than efficiency houses that place the emphasis 

solely on the building envelope. "More solar" is more sustainable and therefore more future-proof 

than "more insulation". 

 

The assessments are valid for the buildings, parameters and calculation methods depicted. If other 

framework conditions are chosen, the results could also differ. 

 

                                                      
20 Directive 2010/31/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 2010 on the energy 
performance of buildings (recast), L 153/20 
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6. Subsidising efficiency houses 

 

To date, two options for subsidising efficiency houses have been successfully pursued: 

 

• Direct subsidy within the framework of the market incentive programme (MIP) on an 

allowance for renewable installation technology, in particular for solar energy (investment 

allowance per installed collector surface) 

 

• Subsidy with soft loans for the building envelope and/or for the renewable installation 

technology (incl. repayment allowance). 

 

Currently the only possibility is to apply for MIP subsidy for old buildings. For new builds, the 

Renewable Energy Heat Act imposes the obligation to cover a minimum proportion of the heat 

demand regeneratively. It is not possible to subsidise the installation part. Buildings with more than 

three housing units or multi-family residentials are an exception within the new build sector. 

 

Loans for the building envelope via the programmes "Energiebewusst Bauen" ("Energy-Conscious 

Building") and "Energiebewusst Sanieren" ("Energy-Conscious Renovation") of the KfW-Förderbank 

serve both new builds and old buildings. 

 

The existing subsidy is explained below using the example of the multi-family residential. 
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6.1 Example of the multi-family residential 

 

The two credit programmes "Energieeffizient Bauen" ("Energy-Efficient Building") and "Erneuerbare 

Energien Premium" ("Renewable Energy Premium") of the KfW-Förderbank are used. The subsidy is 

calculated from the repayment allowances and interest rate benefits. The annuity and the subsidy are 

calculated for a loan term of 10 years. The result is averaged out to 20 years. 

 

The following conditions are used (as at 14/06/2011): 

 

• KfW Energieeffizient Bauen: 

Interest 3.75% effective p.a.; repayment allowances 5% for the efficiency house 55 and 10% 

for the efficiency house 40; loan EUR 50,000 per housing unit 

 

• KfW Erneuerbare Energien Premium: 

Interest 3.09% effective p.a.; repayment allowance 30% on the chargeable costs 

 

The actual annual total costs are calculated taking into account the financing (annuity), the energy 

costs and the subsidy. 

 

The KfW efficiency house 70 with the heating variant Gas-Solar serves as a basis for comparison of 

the annuity. 

 

 

 

 

Table 13: Actual annual total costs of efficiency houses - energy price increase 4% 
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Loans (term 10 years): "Energieeffizient Bauen" and "Erneuerbare Energien Premium" - building type 

multi-family residential 

 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

Energy costs 

 

 

in EUR/a 

Annuity 

 

 

in EUR/a 

Subsidy 

 

 

in EUR/a 

Actual annual 

total costs 

 

in EUR/a 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 6,011 582 873 5,720 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 6,823 -730 1,319 4,774 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 3,609 7,787 4,060 7,336 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar 4,968 2,427 3,863 3,532 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 5,564 2,022 3,406 4,18 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 5,782 1,963 3,406 4,339 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 3,166 8,571 5,538 6,199 

PH Gas-Solar 4,333 6,745 5,008 6,070 

PH Pellet-Solar 4,024 9,069 5,454 7,639 

PH Pellet-Solar60 2,874 10,391 5,910 7,355 
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Graph 7: Actual annual total costs of efficiency houses - energy price increase 4% 

Loans (term 10 years): "Energieeffizient Bauen" and "Erneuerbare Energien Premium" - building type 

multi-family residential 

Orange line: actual annual total costs of the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 

 

Annual costs in EUR 

 

Energy costs total EUR/a 

Annuity EUR/a 

Actual annual additional costs EUR/a 

Subsidy EUR/a 

 

For a multi-family residential with around 1,500 m2 of useful area, table 13 and graph 7 show the 

following results: 

• Compared with the three efficiency house types EH70, EH55 and PH, the KfW efficiency 

houses 55 with the appropriate heating variants have lower actual total costs. 

• The highest actual total costs are for the efficiency house variants EH 70 Pellet-Solar60, PH 

Pellet-Solar and PH Pellet-Solar60. 

• The KfW efficiency house 55 with the heating variant Pellet-Solar60 has comparable actual 

total costs to the building variant passive house heating Gas-Solar. 

 

Besides this purely monetary consideration, ecological effectiveness must also be taken into 

consideration to achieve the national and European climate protection targets with a high subsidising 

efficiency. 
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6.2 Subsidising efficiency 

 

Subsidising efficiency takes account of the CO2 saving of the efficiency house types in proportion to 

the subsidy determined. 

 

 

Table 14: Primary energy demand, CO2 saving and subsidy - energy price increase 4% - building type 

multi-family residential 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Efficiency house type 

CO2 saving 

 

 

 

 

Total 

in kg/a 

CO2 saving 

 

Saving per m2 

EnEV useful 

area* 

 

in kg/a 

Primary 

energy 

demand per 

m2 EnEV 

useful area* 

 

in kWh/a 

Total subsidy 

 

 

 

 

 

in EUR/a 

Subsidy per 

kilogram CO2 

saving 

 

 

 

in EUR/kg 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-Solar** 0 0 44 1,863 0 

KfW-EH 70 Gas-PHH 252 0.2 43 873 3.46 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar 9,874 6.6 15 1,319 0.13 

KfW-EH 70 Pellet-Solar60 12,171 8.1 8 4,060 0.33 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-Solar 2,914 1.9 35 3,863 1.33 

KfW-EH 55 Gas-PHH 1,394 0.9 40 3,406 2.44 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar 10,489 7.0 13 3,406 0.32 

KfW-EH 55 Pellet-Solar60 12,434 8.2 7 5,538 0.45 

PH Gas-Solar 5,179 3.4 28 5,008 0.97 

PH Pellet-Solar 10,471 6.9 13 5,454 0.52 

PH Pellet-Solar60 11,460 7.6 10 5,910 0.52 

* ENEV useful area = 1,507 m2 

** The efficiency house KfW-EH 70 Gas-Solar is the reference for CO2 saving and the value therefore shows "0". 
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Graph 8: ratio of primary energy demand and subsidy for efficiency houses 

Building type - multi-family residential 

Orange line: primary energy demand of the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60 

 

[see original for graph] 

 

Primary energy demand per square metre of useful area (kWh) and annum 

Annual subsidy in EUR 

Primary energy demand per square metre of useful area 

Total subsidy 

Subsidy for building envelope "Energieeffizient Bauen" 

Subsidy for installation technology "Erneuerbare Energien Premium" 
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Table 14 and graph 8 show: 

 

Subsidy method: 

• the static subsidising of the building envelope via the "Energieeffizient Bauen" programme 

alone (blue line on the graph) only takes limited account of the different results for primary 

energy saving, 

• the dynamic subsidising of the installation technology via the "Erneuerbare Energien 

Premium" programme (green line on the graph) alone takes account of the different results for 

primary energy saving, 

• the combination of subsidies via the static subsidising of better building envelopes with the 

dynamic subsidising of the installation technology (red line on the graph) takes very good 

account of the different results for primary energy saving. 

 

Subsidising efficiency: 

• The KfW efficiency house 70 with improved building envelope and gas heating (EH70 Gas-

PHH) has the highest primary energy demand and also receives the smallest subsidy. The 

subsidising efficiency is coherent. 

• The KfW efficiency houses 70+55 with the heating variant Pellet-Solar60 achieve the lowest 

primary energy demand (highest CO2 saving), but do not receive the highest subsidy. This 

becomes especially clear for the KfW efficiency house 70 Pellet-Solar60. The subsidising 

efficiency is not coherent. 

 

 

6.3 Consequences for subsidising efficiency houses 
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The objective of the EU Directive on the "energy performance of buildings" can easily be achieved 

with the help of KfW efficiency houses that have solar installations with a high solar thermal 

coverage. 

 

Up to now, these efficiency houses have not been economical from an investor's point of view, at least 

not without subsidy. 

 

Financial incentives can decisively improve cost-effectiveness and therefore not only the acceptance, 

but also decisively promote the propagation of nearly zero-energy buildings with a high solar thermal 

coverage and give a new boost to the market for solar energy installations. 

 

The results of the study show that in principle, linking the subsidy system to the parameters of 

building envelope and installation technology, in particular solar energy, is useful and expedient. It 

allows an effective balance between insulation and solar energy. 

 

This subsidy, which already exists in relation to multi-family residentials, should be retained and 

transferred to the single- and semi-detached housing sectors and non-residential buildings. 

 

To achieve as high a subsidising efficiency as possible, the CO2 saving should be used as a 

benchmark for efficiency houses. The previous linking of efficiency house grades 70, 55 and 40 of the 

KfW subsidy to primary energy demand and simultaneously to the building envelope (transmission 

heat loss HT') should be revised. The results show that the requirements placed on the building 

envelope of efficiency house 70 are sufficient to achieve very high CO2 savings in combination with 

efficient installation technology. This alteration or optimisation of the requirements of KfW efficiency 

house subsidy allows a transposition of the "more insulation" or "more solar energy" measures that is 

open to technology and guarantees maximum subsidising efficiency. 
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One proposal that can swiftly be implemented is to extend the innovation promotion via the KfW 

programme "Erneuerbare Energien Premium" (soft loan and repayment allowance of up to 30%). The 

promotion of solar collector systems could be expanded as follows: 

 

"… 

 

1. Solar collector systems 

 

As an innovation promotion […] the installation and expansion of customer-specific large solar 

collector systems with a gross collector area of more than 40 m2 for 

 

a) domestic hot water supply, room heating or the combined domestic hot water supply and 

room heating of buildings with 3 or more housing units or non-residential buildings with a 

useful area of at least 500 m2. This minimum size does not apply to buildings (community 

facilities) for sanitation. 

 

a') combined domestic hot water supply and room heating of residential buildings that meet the 

requirements of a KfW efficiency house 70 or better, 

 

b) provision of process heat, or 

 

c) solar refrigeration. 

 

…" 

 

A useful alternative is a new build subsidy of solar energy installations, if the collector area is greater 

than 20 per cent of the useful area of the building. This is also necessary in particular because, due to 
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physical regularities, the energy income based on the collector area falls as solar coverage increases, 

and therefore the specific heat production costs rise. 

 

The specification of a minimum size for the buffer of 150 l per square metre of collector area is also 

decisive. 

 

 

7. Simple barriers with a major effect for solar energy 

 

Carrying out the study, especially the extensive calculations and simulations, again revealed 

fundamental simple barriers that are justified in the calculation procedure or specifications of 

standards. 

 

These include: 

• Standard values of VDI 2067: 

The maintenance costs for solar installations are given as 3% in the basic settings. As a rule, 

these basic values are adopted uncritically in the calculations. Practice shows that the 

maintenance costs are actually between 0.5% and 1.0%, depending on the size of the 

installation. The use of 3% maintenance costs quickly reveals the cost-effectiveness of solar 

installations to be "uneconomical" compared with other heating systems. Urgent revision of 

the basic values is called for. 

 

• Definition of the interface between EnEV certification and solar simulation: 

The standard values and (static) calculation procedures set out in the standard are not suited to 

solar installations with higher coverage. 
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In principle, the possibility has been established of determining solar coverage with a suitable 

simulation procedure. However, there is no guidance for defining the interface and the 

method of calculation. The consequence of this is that, for example, the results (primary 

energy demand) of efficiency houses with high thermal coverage cannot be calculated 

realistically, particularly since the issuers of EnEV certificates are not generally able to cope 

with this interface issue. 

 

Note: A subsidy application was therefore submitted to the Federal Office for Building and 

Regional Planning for a research project entitled: "Specification of interfaces between solar 

simulation and the standards DIN V 18599 and DIN V 4701-10 for the issuing of certificates 

within the context of the Energy Saving Ordinance - definition of an open standard". 

(Applicant: ECONSULT Lambrecht Jungmann Partnerschaft). 
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Appendix: 

 

1. Brief study "Energiestandards - KfW-Effizienzhaus, Passivhaus und Gebäude mit hohem solaren 

Deckungsgrad im Vergleich", Büro Econsult (Rottenburg), June 2011 

 

2. Overview of additional costs of installation technology and building envelope compared with 

KfW efficiency house 70 Gas-Solar, Sonnenhaus-Institut e.V. 

 

 


